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Re: is this real hygetropin. It could be real HGH, but that is a moot issue right now. It isn't what you paid
for. There are a lot of peeps on Tradekey and Alibaba that pull this stunt. Buying cheap HGH and just
replacing the flip caps with green and making their packaging and labels. Not saying whoever you got
this from did it, but not saying. There are at least two Hygetropin sites out there with there own version
of the anti-counterfeiting label claiming to be the only real Hygetropin. Both look pretty authentic. Does
anyone know with absolute certainty which one is the real thing? Sites below. www.hygetropinm
www.hygetropin
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Please join this discussion about Hygetropin.,..Real or Fake? within the Anabolic Steroids category.
Excerpt: have 2 kits of hyg i got from a very well known source thats been around awhile..just wanna
make 100% sure theyre legit, knowing fakes are floating around They contain the security sticker, have
the 8iu printed on the top of each vial.

Kigtropin, Hygetropin, Blue top, and the list goes on. There are all kinds of fake HGH products on the
market, claiming to be the 'real thing,' and you need to make sure that you are aware of what you are



buying and that the HGH product it claims to be is really what it is. more hints

dont waste your time with all the fake HGH, get the real deal. try it once and you wont use any other
HGH, i promise. i dont think there is any good HGH in china apart from Hygetropinm as i tried so many
bluetop's from differnt sources, kigtropin from different sources, ansomome, taitropin etc. but nothing
gave me the same results like.
Genuine Hygetropin 200iu - TMuscle. Bodybuilding, Muscle, Fitness and Health Forum - TMuscle.
Forums > Supplements & Performance Enhancing Drugs > Growth Hormone/Peptides >. TMuscle
acknowledges the use of AAS (anabolic and androgenic steroids) POMs (prescription-only medicines)
and other performance-enhancing substances in bodybuilding today.

https://gdoc.pub/doc/e/2PACX-1vR2D66tmJH7PnJUH0xoDWR-xqLH2G8apJu-72mUEzeedN8HW292J2-SOKqq-Am67lHwLFj0bMecDNZk


I've seen people claim that
hygetropin is one of the best non pharma gh, I was wondering if the site hygetropin.***** is the legit
version. Seen people claim it is and some say it isn't. Any help is appreciated, thanks Please don't post
anybURLs or contact information. Thanks! Some fake hygetropin might have similar texture anti-
counterfeiting stickers as original Hygetropin™. Be careful!! The fibers are embedded in the real anti-
counterfeiting sticker(you can use a needle to pick some fibers out!!!), while the counterfeit labels
normally would have fiber printed instead of having the fiber embedded.



The Hygetropin blue tops 8iu
are 100 % legit. ive been ising them for just over a month and its working great, only side effecets is taht
its hard to close my hands, Im getting horrbile back pumps and some swelling on the feet. Thats at 6 iu a
day, Im loving it other then that. Your a fucking idiot for sayin that its hcg, 2 posts and your a gh. find
out more
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